PT62
Power Transformer – 110 VAC to 16.5 VAC

The PT62 is a Class II power transformer used with the Model PS50 Power Supply and with MIL PAC models with the MP01 Monitor PAC and BP01 Battery PAC. It is designed with electrical overload protection internally with a thermal current fuse. The temperature rating is -40 to +66 degrees C (-40 to +150 degrees F), 100% relative humidity. The unit weighs 1.0 pounds (.46kg). The input is direct plug in with the output being screw terminals. The transformer is UL listed.

FEATURES

Input:
- 102 to 132 Volts AC Input
- 50 to 60 Hertz
- 0.23 Amp Draw Maximum

Output:
- 16.5 VAC Output
- 20 VA Output Power
- 1.25 Amp Max Current
- 250V 2A Fuse